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We chose this project because we think by re-using aluminium is im-

portant for the environment but also because we think that the social
aspect of Can City -project was really important and interesting to do
a research of. By giving the knowledge of how to re-use aluminium by
themselves has a huge impact for people – environmentally and also
for social reasons. People are able to benefit from this project by themselves and to create more sustainable worl by making their own products by using waste aluminium.
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Re-use of aluminium reduces energy consumption by about 95% compared to the primary production of aluminium. It reduces the use of virgin of the natural resources, where these can either be left to future
generations, or to use an alternate purpose. Aluminium quality does not
deteriorate again in use but it is an activity that utilizes any substance
contained in the waste. In many countries where aluminium cans have
deposit or recycling is effective otherwise, aluminium cans are reused
an average of 33 times. Returned cans are melted and new cans are
made with the melted material. In nature, aluminium cans decomposes
in 200-500 year.
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Brazil is one of the leading countries in globally by recycling the alu-

minum cans. In 2009, Brazil managed to recycle a staggering 96.5% in
aluminum cans, which were sold during the year - more than 14 billion
cans, with more than 180,000 by Brazilian families. Brazil’s overall recycling rate is 1%. All in all, the Brazilian recycling levels for paper, iron
and aluminum are reasonable, taking into account that Brazil has no
municipal recycling systems. Only 6.4% of the Brazilian municipalities
have a formal recycling system. Waste recycling is mainly waste-collectors work, called catadores, who earn their living by collecting waste
and selling them to private waste recycling companies. By returning
15 kilograms aluminum to a recycling center in the city center will cost
$17, with what many families pay their bills and make a living for their
families.
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Brazil managed to recycle a staggering 96.5% in aluminum cans, which were sold during the year
more than 14 billion cans, with more than 180,000 by Brazilian families

14.000.000.000 cans

With that money the families can pay their bills

for 15 Kilo alluminium they get $ 17

Consumend by 180.000 Brazilian People

14.000.000 cans
Get Recycled that is

6.4% of the Brazilian municipalities have a formal recycling system.
Waste recycling is mainly waste-collectors work, called catadores

1%
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Azusa Murakami and Alexander Groves, designer duo´s London based

increase the amount of money they can get for the materials they colStudio Swine, built a mobile foundry and used it to cast aluminium stools lect. It is suggested that the furnace can be used to cast anything to
from aluminium drink cans they collected on the streets of São Paulo. sell, including small items like souvenirs for the 2014 World Cup or 2016
Studio Swine saw lots of potential in the city of Sao Paulo where culture Olympic Games.
of improvisation is very strong and they wanted to create a system that
would help them recycle the rubbish they collect into products they can
sell.
The designer duo collected discarded cans from a street vendor and
used cooking oil for fuel to smelt the aluminium on site, turning the street
into an improvised manufacturing line. Moulds were made by pressing
objects they found locally into sand collected from construction sites in
the area. As Sao Paulo is under constant development, construction
sand can be found all over the city. The resulting stools have tops that
bear the impressions of ventilation bricks, a palm leaf, the base of a
basket, a hub cap and plastic tubing. Unlike the conventional aluminum
furniture, they’re each unique and expressive.
In city with some 20 million residents the waste is on a massive scale.
However over 80% of the recycling is collected by an informal system of
independent catadores, pulling their handmade carts around the streets.
Each stool takes around 60 cans, but catadores collecting cans around
a football stadium on a match day bring in many thousands of cans. The
idea for the project was that catadores will share a furnace and greatly
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Catadores pick up the trash from the street
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This Emeco chair weights 5.7kg and it used to be done from raw aluminium. Nowadays at least 80% from it is recycled.
If we consider that average can weights 13.90g, so it means one Emeco chair needs approximately 410 tin cans.
And one Can City stool takes 60 cans. That is a huge impact for the world if everything would be recycled.

410 cans

5,4 KG Raw Alluminium

1 chair

1 chair

So you don’t have buy more than 5 kilo’s of raw material
if you have 410 can you can make a chair already!
so it is not only cleaning the city,
but it provides people of work
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Watch video by clicking the image or in address: https://vimeo.com/76584800
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Gone Rural is Swaziland based company who´s ideology is similar

than Can City -project but this project has been running since 1970´s by
Jenny Thorne.
The idea for Gone Rural is to give Swazi women independence, a voice,
by teaching them how to make handmade baskets and tableware out of
recycled material and by selling those products to retailers around the
world.
Gone Rural is training around 2700 women and because of that 94%
of their Swazi women has found their voice and are now in charge of

household finances. At each of their 13 groups there at least 7-10 micro
business that have sprung up around their women.
The main goal is income generation and empowerment of women, especially women in rural ares and if 94% of their women are now in charge
of their household finances against 60% nationally, we would say that
they have reach the goal and made big difference in Swaziland.
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LATA 65 is urban art workshop project for seniors runned by Pedro

Seixo Rodrigues, Lara Seixo Rodrigues and Elisabet Carceller in Lissabon, Portugal.
Project aims to bring less young closer to a form of artistic expression
usually associated with younger one. They want to demonstrate that
Urban Art has the power to foment, to promote and to value the democratization of the access to contemporary art and also to demonstrate that
age is just a number,

They teach some techniques used in the street work, like stencil and
after that they go to the street.
LATA 65 do not create any jobs with this project but their main goal is to
bring elderly together and teach them to “read” street art.
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Favela Painting & Philly painting was founded in 2005, by Jeroen

Koolhaas with Dre Urhahn to make a film on the hip hop culture of
favelas in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. While they were shooting the movie,
they were inspired by the creativity and optimism of the people.
On the other hand, they were shocked by the conditions of the favelas.
In 2006, they started developing ideas for creating community-driven
art projects in Brazil that could “transform the living environment and
instill pride in the people.” They started working with the local youth on
the first painting, Boy with Kite, in 2007. Working with the youth there
involved training and community immersion. After this they did another
project. Haas&Hahn moved to Philadelphia’s Germantown the same
year through a residency program and settled on the 2400 block of

Alder Street, a few blocks away from the project location.Kite, in 2007.
Working with the youth there involved training and community immersion.
With this two project they do not only make these citiies more beautifull., It is much more than that. Haas & Hahn made this community better en nicer to live in. but also nicer tho vistit. The people who live here
painted their own city with the money Haas * hahn got from kickstarter.
So at the end they gave these people jobs and an fun thing to do that
wil turn their own city in to a much better place. so economical en social it has been an great project also for the future bescause peoeple
want to see the artwork ofcourse. and they teached the street kid not
only to paint but also how they earn money in a good way.
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Powerplant by Pim Valkenburg, gradueted work WdKA 2014.

This Young Designer want to make a difference in the world With the
Powerplant he want to offer an solution for a growing problem. this problem is the food shortage in the world. With his product he want to learn
people how they can be self-sufficient. So he designed a glass house
witch fits your garden or
balcony.
So this designer wat to learn people ho they can grow their own vegatables at their own homen wheter they are in the city or not. this is for
everbody available. This product runs on solar energy. Solar energy is a
very stable source of energy because it is based on light and not necessarily bright sun so every day is a current can be generated , even on
a cloudy day. Due to this fact a power plant could also be applied to a
balcony with a predominantly shadow.
This is a nice view to the future were we all have to be more self-sufficiant in a green way with better food en green energy.
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We consider the Can City –project is important for environmental reasons because by recycling aluminium reduces energy consumption for
95%. Aluminium does not decrease its quality when re-melting it so the
quality stays the same. It takes 300-500 years aluminium to decompose
so it is really important to recycle it. It is also a huge environmental effect
for São Paulo city itself to keep the city clean.
In our opinion also the social impact is massive for people in Sao Pãulo.
People with less money are able to earn some money by collecting aluminium cans and by selling those to private companies. With this project
they have chance to earn more money for their families by using the
given technique and start doing their own products for sale.
The people in São Paulo and the city itself are the ones who is going
to benefit for the most of this project. By keeping the city clean people
are able to earn some money and support their families but also to have
something to do during the days and be social during the day. In the
best case scenario people start their own companies by using re-melting
technique and creating new products to sell and by establishing their
own companies they are also able to hire employees.

This is a good example to show people how to benefit of waste aluminium and for others to follow. It shows that you do not need fancy machines but by being creative you are able to create unique and beautiful
furniture with small cost and using only natural forms and the material
you find from the streets.
We also think everyone are able to benefit from this project in São Paulo
and everywhere in the world where the waste aluminium is easy to get.
By working together people are able to benefit so much from this project
and make the city and the world a better place to live.

